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High-power operation is one of the most important research topics surrounding random fiber lasers (RDFLs). Here we
optimized the cavity structure and proposed a new scheme based on hybrid gain to address the issue of high-power back-
ward light in traditional kilowatt-level RDFLs. Consequently, a record power of 1972 W was achieved while the maximum
backward leaked power only reached 0.12 W. The conversion efficiency relative to the laser diode pump power was 68.4%,
and the highest spectral purity of the random lasing reached 98.1%. This work may provide a reference for high-power
RDFLs, Raman fiber lasers, and long-wavelength Yb-doped fiber lasers.
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1. Introduction

Conventional fiber lasers generate lasing output through feed-
back between two mirrors at either end of the laser cavity. In
contrast, random fiber lasers (RDFLs) utilize random distrib-
uted feedback enabled by Rayleigh backscattering[1], which
allows for a simplified structure, no longitudinal modes, and
emission at any wavelength through cascaded Raman proc-
esses[2,3]. RDFLs have attracted much attention in recent years
due to their distinctive operating principle. Existing research on
RDFLs can be categorized into topics such as power/brightness
enhancement[4–7], spectral manipulation[8–10], temporal modu-
lation[11,12], and transverse mode control[13,14]. These advances
have led to practical applications of RDFLs in sensing[15–17],
communication[18,19], imaging[20,21], and nonlinear frequency
conversion[22,23].
One of the main research topics concerning RDFLs is high-

power operation. On the one hand, an RDFL can serve as a
robust seed for high-power fiber amplifiers[5,24–26]; on the other
hand, it can directly achieve high-power output[4,27–29]. Early
RDFLs relied on several or even tens of kilometers of passive
fiber to provide sufficient distributed feedback[30], thus enabling
low-threshold random lasing output. However, the use of such
long passive fiber also reduced the threshold of second-order
Stokes waves, thereby limiting the output power of early
RDFLs to the watt level[31].

Since 2013, the output power of single-stage RDFLs has rap-
idly increased by implementing several techniques, which
include replacing full-opened cavities with half-opened struc-
tures[27], shortening the length of passive fiber[32], increasing
the mode field area[28], reducing the number of fiber modes
(appropriately reducing the numerical aperture of the fiber
core)[29], and adopting amore temporally stable pump source[4].
Thanks to these techniques, high-power output of up to 1.57 kW
was achieved in 2021[4]. However, further power scaling faces
numerous challenges. For example, in the first kilowatt-level
RDFL, the optical spectrum broadened dramatically during the
power scaling process, exceeding the reflection bandwidth of the
highly reflective fiber Bragg grating (FBG). As a result, a maxi-
mum backward output power of up to 66 W was observed at
the highest pump power[29]. Subsequently, Song et al. utilized
a phase-modulated single-frequency fiber laser as the pump
source and achieved a high-power random lasing output of
1570 W with 77.5% conversion efficiency and the highest spec-
tral purity of 92.4%. However, as output signal power increased
above 678W, the spectrum broadened rapidly and exceeded the
reflection bandwidth of the highly reflective FBG, resulting in a
maximum backward output power of 40.2 W at the highest
pump power[4]. Therefore, the generation of high-power back-
ward light assisted by spectral broadening has become a new
obstacle limiting the power scaling of single-stage RDFLs.
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In this Letter, we optimized the cavity structure of high-power
RDFLs, and proposed a new scheme based on hybrid Yb-Raman
gain to address the issue of high-power backward light in tradi-
tional kilowatt-level RDFLs, further boosting the output power
to 2-kW level. This work may provide a reference not only for
high-power RDFLs, but also for Raman fiber lasers and long-
wavelength Yb-doped fiber lasers.

2. Theoretical Analysis

First, it is necessary to clarify the physical mechanism of high-
power backward light generation in traditional high-power
RDFLs.Without loss of generality, a half-opened RDFL pumped
by an Yb-doped fiber amplifier is considered as the typical struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The pump seed is injected into the
main amplifier through a circulator, and after the pump stage,
a highly reflective FBG and a section of Ge-doped fiber (GDF)
are spliced to form a half-opened RDFL. The high-power ran-
dom lasing is ultimately output to free space using a quartz block
head (QBH). A generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation
model and a steady-state rate equationmodel are utilized to sim-
ulate the RDFL and the pump source’s main amplifier, respec-
tively[33]. The pump wavelength is set at 1075 nm, and the pump
power is 1300 W. The maximum reflectivity of the FBG is set to
99%, the center wavelength is 1130 nm, the reflection bandwidth
is 4 nm, and the shape of the reflection spectrum is approxi-
mated by a second-order hyper-Gaussian function. The reflec-
tivity of the QBH is set to 2 × 10−5, and the core and cladding
diameters of the fibers are 20 and 400 μm, respectively.
At the maximum output power (1036 W), the optical spec-

trum of the random lasing exhibits substantial broadening such
that a portion of light leaks from the FBG and injects into
the main amplifier of the pump source. Figure 1(c) shows the
simulated leaked optical spectrum. Due to the reflection effect

of the FBG, the leaked optical spectrum shows a significant
dip at 1130 nm, and the total leaked power reaches 1.31 W.
Additionally, the effective reflectivity of the FBG decreases to
75.2% (recall that the nominal reflectivity is 99%). Although
the leaked power may seem small when compared to the
kilowatt-level output, it can be amplified significantly when
injecting into the pump source’s main amplifier. As can be seen
in Fig. 1(b), the 1.31 W leaked light can be amplified to 44.5 W
and evolves into a powerful backward output. We have numeri-
cally verified that this issue is unavoidable in traditional high-
power RDFLs. Therefore, optimizing the system structure is
of utmost importance.
Given that the amplification of FBG leakage by the pump

source is inevitable, we propose incorporating the main ampli-
fier of the pump source into the RDFL, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
By moving the highly reflective FBG before the main amplifier
of the pump source, this structure combines Raman gain and
doping ion gain and is referred to as an “RDFL based on hy-
brid gain.” Although previous reports have attempted to use
hybrid gain in RDFLs[34,35], this approach has only achieved
output powers in the watt level and has never been applied in
high-power RDFLs at the kilowatt level.
To investigate the power characteristics of hybrid-gain

RDFLs, we established a theoretical model by considering stimu-
lated Raman scattering and Rayleigh backscattering in the
steady-state rate equations, which can be written as
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Fig. 1. (a) Typical structure of traditional high-power RDFLs; (b) power ampli-
fication of backward-leaked random lasing in pump source’s main amplifier;
(c) optical spectrum of the leaked random lasing.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of an RDFL based on hybrid Yb-Raman gain; (b) longi-
tudinal power distribution (F.w., forward; B.w., backward); (c) zoom-in of the
longitudinal power distribution near the 1130 nm FBG.
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where the subscripts d, p, and r represent the laser diode (LD)
pump light, Raman pump light, and random lasing, respectively.
P� and P− stand for the optical power in the forward and back-
ward directions. Γ is the overlap factor, and σa and σe are the
absorption and emission cross sections, respectively. α denotes
the attenuation coefficient. gR is the Raman gain coefficient,
and ε stands for the Rayleigh backscattering coefficient. h is
the Planck constant, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
N2 denotes the number of excited Yb ions, and N0 represents
the dopant concentration. Ac is the doped cross-sectional
area, and τ is the upper-level lifetime of the gain medium.
Additionally, the boundary conditions can be written as

P�
d �0� = PdL, (5)

P−
d �L1� = PdR, (6)

P�
p �0� = Pp seed , (7)

P�
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where PdL and PdR refer to the forward and backward powers of
the LD pump light, Pp seed represents the seed power of Raman
pump light, which is set to 40W in this example. L1 and L signify
the length of the Yb-doped fiber (YDF) and the total fiber length,

respectively. RL and RR denote the reflectivity of the highly
reflective FBG and that of the QBH, respectively. A modified
relaxation algorithm is utilized for the numerical simulation;
the parameter values used in the calculations are shown in
Table 1.
Figure 2(b) shows the longitudinal power distribution at an

LD pump power of 1400 W. The results indicate that the
1075 nm Raman pump light is rapidly amplified in a 25 m-long
YDF, with a maximum power of approximately 1179 W. The
power of the 1130 nm random lasing reaches 109 W at the con-
nection point between the YDF and the passive fiber, and sub-
sequently increases rapidly due to the effect of Raman gain,
ultimately reaching 1041 W at the output end. Additionally,
Fig. 2(c) highlights that the power of the random lasing at the
highly reflective FBG is approximately 16 W, and the power
of the FBG leakage is only 0.16 W, indicating that the hybrid-
gain RDFL can effectively suppress the generation of high-power
backward lasing.

3. Experimental Setup

Based on the theoretical design, a hybrid-gain half-opened
RDFL is constructed, as depicted in Fig. 3. Previous reports
have shown that a temporally stable pump source is of great
importance for high-performance RDFLs[36–38]; therefore, a
superfluorescent fiber source (SFS) with customizable optical
spectrum is used as the Raman pump seed[39], providing an out-
put power of about 40 W. To extract the backward FBG leakage,
a 10/125 μm circulator is spliced after the SFS. Subsequently, a
mode field adapter (MFA) with input and output fiber dimen-
sions of 10/125 μm and 20/400 μm, respectively, is then con-
nected after the circulator. A 20/400 μm highly reflective FBG
with a 2.78 nm reflection bandwidth and a reflectivity of about
99% is used to provide point feedback. The hybrid gain and
random distributed feedback are provided by a 25 m-long
20/400 μm YDF and a section of 20/400 μm GDF. A backward

Table 1. Parameter Values in the Simulation.

Symbol Value

Γd, Γp, Γr 0.0025, 0.85, 0.85

αd, αp, αr (1.55, 1.5, 1.45) × 10−3 m−1

λd, λp, λr 976, 1075, 1130 nm

L1, L 25, 135 m

Δνr 0.25 THz

gR 0.075 W−1/km

εr 2.55 × 10−6

Ac 3.14 × 10−10 m2

N0 4.557 × 1025 m−1

RL, RR 0.99, 2 × 10−5
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup of the RDFL based on hybrid Yb-Raman gain.
LD, laser diode; YDF, Yb-doped fiber; GDF, Ge-doped fiber; QBH, quartz block
head; CLS, cladding light stripper; FBG, fiber Bragg grating; MFA, mode field
adaptor; SFS, superfluorescent fiber source.
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pump structure is employed in the active-gain stage, which con-
sists of 21 LDs with a maximum pump power of more than
3 kW. Additionally, to filter out the residual LD pump light, a
cladding light stripper (CLS) is spliced between the FBG and
the YDF. Finally, a QBH is used to output the high-power ran-
dom lasing to free space.

4. Results and Discussion

We found in a previous investigation that a relatively broad
pump bandwidth can help suppress spectral broadening and
achieve a high output power while maintaining a high spectral
purity[40]. Similarly, here the pump bandwidth is optimized to
12 nm, and the GDF is shortened to 25 m for suppressing the
second-order Stokes wave. However, taking into account the
pigtails of the combiner and the QBH, the passive fiber has
a total length of 35 m; thus the whole “cavity length” of the
RDFL reaches 60 m.We first investigated the spectral character-
istics of the hybrid-gain RDFL. Figure 4(a) shows the output
spectrum with the highest spectral purity of the signal light.
At this point, the LD pump power is about 2789 W, and the
spectral purity of the signal light reaches as high as 98.1%,
which is the highest spectral purity among kilowatt-level
RDFLs, to the best of our knowledge. Meanwhile, the intensity
difference between the signal and the residual Raman pump
wave is about 20.2 dB, and the suppression ratio of the second-
order Stokes wave is about 34.1 dB. Figure 4(b) demonstrates the
evolution of the signal’s root-mean-square (RMS) linewidth
with the LD pump power. The results reveal that, as the LD
pump power increases, the RMS linewidth of the signal light
broadens linearly from 2.1 nm near the threshold to 6.7 nm
at the maximum output power.
The power evolution of each spectral component is shown in

Fig. 5(a). The result indicates that the lasing threshold is about
1460W. At an LD pump power of 2881W, themaximum output
power of the signal light reaches 1972 W, with a corresponding
conversion efficiency of 68.4%. Since the conversion efficiency
reported here is relative to the LD pump power, it is higher than
the conversion efficiency reported for previously developed
kilowatt-level RDFLs[4,29]. Moreover, the second-order Stokes
power is only 0.7 W at the highest output power. Figure 5(b)
shows the evolution of the backward-leaked power (measured

at the third port of the circulator) with the LD pump power.
The nonlinear evolution of the backward-leaked power can be
divided into two regions, which are separated by the lasing
threshold. Below the threshold, the backward-leaked power
grows rapidly, mainly as a result of the backward scattering
of the 1075 nm Raman pump light. Above the threshold,
the 1075 nm Raman pump light is converted into 1130 nm
random lasing, causing the growth of the backward-leaked
power to gradually slow down. Consequently, at the LD pump
power of 2881 W, the maximum backward-leaked power is
only 0.12 W.
To verify that the output lasing is generated by an RDFL

instead of a fiber oscillator, the temporal characteristics of the
output are measured. Figure 6(a) shows the normalized tempo-
ral profile at the maximum output power, which is highly stable
under a measurement bandwidth of 20 MHz, with a normalized
standard deviation (NSTD) of only 0.48%. Figure 6(b) shows the
radio-frequency (RF) spectrum of the temporal profile, revealing
that there is no characteristic frequency corresponding to the
cavity length (i.e., c=2nL ∼ 1.72MHz). It should be noted that
the two peaks (0.32 and 0.39 MHz) in the RF spectrum result
from the intensity noise of the Raman pump source (i.e., the
SFS), and do not indicate the presence of longitudinal modes
in the developed RDFL. In order to confirm this, we experimen-
tally measured the temporal profile and the corresponding RF
spectrum of the SFS, and verified the existence of the two char-
acteristic frequencies.
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Fig. 4. (a) Output spectrum with the highest spectral purity; (b) RMS spectral
linewidth of the random lasing as a function of LD power.
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Fig. 6. (a) Temporal profile of the random lasing at the maximum output
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5. Conclusion

In summary, by optimizing the cavity structure and employing a
broadband SFS as the Raman pump source, we achieved a 2-kW
hybrid Yb-Raman gain-based RDFL. First, we theoretically
revealed that the high-power backward output in traditional
high-power RDFLs resulted from the amplification of FBG
leakage by the pump source. Subsequently, we established a
theoretical model to optimize the cavity structure and proposed
a new scheme based on hybrid Yb-Raman gain. Ultimately,
a high-power RDFL with a maximum power of 1972 W was
obtained. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest output
power reported for RDFLs to date. The conversion efficiency rel-
ative to the LD pump power was about 68.4%, which is compa-
rable to that of conventional fiber oscillators operating at 1 μm.
Additionally, the maximum backward power was only 0.12 W,
demonstrating excellent suppression of high-power backward
output. Furthermore, the highest spectral purity of the random
lasing reached 98.1%, which is also the highest reported spectral
purity to date for kilowatt-level RDFLs.
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